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Parents Victoria submission

The Education State: Lessons from
Remote and Flexible Learning
Parents Victoria (PV) has represented Victorian Government School families since 1925.
PV will submit to the PAEC inquiry and have already submitted our feedback to the Select
Committee on COVID-19 to the Australian Government.
PV liaised, communicated and collaborated with DET regularly and pushed out
communications to families wherever able and updated our COVID19 website page
constantly https://www.parentsvictoria.asn.au/covid-19-resources
Some broad, snapshot examples of the feedback PV received from families about their
experience of students learning from home are:
“Brilliant”, “Unsustainable”, “Stressful and overwhelming”, “underwhelmed”, “great”, “student
thrived”, “student struggled with return to school learning”, “teacher unavailable”, “teacher
amazing”, “loved it”, “wonderfully supportive school”, “incredibly frustrating”,
The below themes reflect the high level responses received from families through this
period:
COMMUNICATION: Where there was successful communication (written or online)
between home and school, there were minimal issues and concerns raised by families.
Negative responses PV received, indicated there was lack of understanding on how to use
certain communication platforms from the get-go, or no follow up from schools to why or
flexibility.
Example: “The school communicated that they were following the guidelines - but had no
strategy beyond that.”
Solution: “How to” instruction sheets/videos for families in using any technology for school
communication ie Compass; Google Classrooms; Zoom etc.
Families told us that it would have been helpful if on Day 1 of Learning from Home, they
could have received a “cheat sheet” showing what Day 1 might look like.
RELATIONSHIPS:
It was very evident, where schools had strong established relationships with their families,
they did not experience the challenges, as communications were clear and understood. For
those who didn’t, there was anxiety, angst and confusion and complaints to the DET hotline
and some families would not have had the confidence to communicate at all, regarding the
challenges they were facing.
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Where schools did not have insight to the family context nor a relationship, problems were
experienced ie essential workers, single parents, no care support and language
barriers. Families with children with disabilities and/or school refusal issues expressed the
most frustration.
Example: “I have 4 children from 3 - 12 years old, 3 diagnosed with ASD. To have 3 children
working on 3 very different learning tasks at one time, it is not possible to help them all
understand their tasks and keep on track.”
Solution: Family Engagement Officers for all schools.
PV statement to the Australian Government Select Committee on Covid-19 included –
“Overall, the effort and success outweighed the problems and it was refreshing to hear from
Principals and Teachers that they were engaging more families now than ever before in
education. PV wants to see this continue and believes Federal and State Governments
need to invest in family engagement initiatives to provide schools the needed resources to
build relationships between home and school.”
WILL, SKILL & CAPACITY:
PV are confident our family feedback will concur with others feedback that technology
capability, connectivity and capacity of school staff and families was a huge contributing
factor to a student’s ability to learn remotely or with a flexible program. A huge variance
between school sector and also within government school sector was evident. Unless we
address the gaps for those school communities with or without COVID19 impact these
students will continue to be at a disadvantage. Huge congratulations to the Government and
DET for the efforts to deliver devices and dongles to those with immediate need. The
negative feedback pertained mainly to connectivity due to location or bandwith.
Example: “We do not have unlimited internet, nor do we have a very good connection. Most
videos didn't work for us. We couldn't join live meetings etc so we missed a lot of content.
Both schools were unable to access any assistance for us. The perception that EVERYONE
had access to unlimited, efficient internet services was not true for myself, or many other
parents in my area (Dandenong Ranges VIC)”
Solutions:
• Students to be able to retain loaned devices (or similar) ongoing
• Regional and rural schools to have the flexibility to provide local solutions to local
challenges (ie Lake Bolac utilising the bus route to deliver learning packs and conduct
parent-teacher conferences as required)
• Assessment of technology competency and upskilling as a response to support teachers
and families where required
• Family conferences and individual learning plans with agreement for future flexible delivery
• Future professional learning skill sharing days – where teachers/leaders in clusters or
networks skill share and mentor other teachers in areas of interest and expertise
• Relationship based Education (RbE) training to schools to strengthen school culture
• More Community Hubs based at Victorian Government Schools
FEEDBACK STATEMENTS FROM FAMILIES:
Positive: It has been good, we got to understand children's learning and help them out
where required. I think the schools should do [optional] remote learning one week per term.
Negative: No warning of what is to come with the work and we are expected to pull
resources out of nowhere on the spot.
Positive: It has reminded me how much our children need their parents to be more involved
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in their education” (PV would add here that this is dependent on schools)
Negative: Student had to “build relationships when they got back to school
Positive: 1 teacher was amazing for my high school daughter and kept in regular contact.
Negative: Hard, unclear instructions and teachers unavailable when during school times.
Positive: Loved it! My children were well disciplined and applied themselves excellently due
to no distractions.
Negative: Receiving alerts that work had not been done. This resulted in Dad having to
learn and have a good overview of how Compass works (which he hadn't previously
needed). This took a while.
Positive & Negative: Year 8 boy is managing reasonably well. His theory has been to get
up early, smash out the school work and submit it as early as possible. Dad says he has
done a good job of this and has not previously seen him so motivated! However, the school
said that he can't submit the work early (in the day). It has to be submitted at the end of the
day, otherwise they have not "seen" him at school. They said if he submits it early (even
during class time) then they will provide him with further "extension" work. Student then said
he’d do the work early in the day, but submit it 10 minutes before the end of the day. The
dad said this did nothing but teach the student how to manipulate the system!
Negative: Lack of consistency across teachers / requirements. With 3 boys equating to, say
12 periods per day and with each teacher having different requirements, it's quite an
extensive overview he needs to have. The lack of consistency between teachers - to
students - is difficult to manage as a parent.
Negative: When there is "civil unrest" in the household, I have to navigate the battles - but to
do this I have to "know" and understand the information to navigate and advise the boys and
to be able to say to them - "this is the way I understand it". It's just that there is quite a
load on parents to hunt out the information and know the system, to be able to
assist/supervise/support the children.
Negative: A lot of the links and compass the app they use didn’t always work and there were
constant internet connection issues which added to the stress.
General: Think it also came down to the support from the teachers at each school. One
school had a great format and the other was not as supportive and more student reliant.

This submission was provided via online platform.
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